
01. Select the answer which has the basic features of a state correctly
 (1) Land, government, autonomous power, opposition 
 (2) Land, population, government, autonomous power
 (3) Population, government, judiciary, autonomous power 
 (4) Population, government, autonomous power, executive power  
02. What is the name which is used to call the power of people which needs to continue the governance 

in a democratic society?
 (1) The supreme power   (2) The voting power
 (3) The sovereignty of the public  (4) The executive power 
03. What is the institution which divides the polling divisions in Sri Lanka ? 
 (1) The Demarcation Commission  (2) The Electoral Commission 
 (3) The State Service Commission  (4) The Judicial Service Commission  
04. The representative who implements the state and public wishes is, 
 (1) The Prime Minister   (2) the President 
 (3) the Partiament    (4) the Government 
05. A reason to devolve power in modern states is, 
 1. the need for unity to be buitt up amidst diversity 
 2. easy to govern the state as it is small in size
 3. respecting the national identity  
 4. to establish the diversity for various ethnic groups 
² Answer the questions 6 and 7 using the following statements. 
 A There is a written constitution 
 B Ability to revert the decentralized administrative powers to the central government  
 C Establishment of an upper house of representatives. 
 D Exercising the Executive, Legislative and Judicial power by a single central government 
 E Assignment of power of interpretation to the constitution 
 F Decentralize only the power of Central Government 
06. Select the answer which has the characteristics of unitary states 
 (1) ABC (2) BCD (3) BDF (4) CDE
07. Select the answer which has the characteristics of federal states 
 (1) ACE (2) BDF (3) BCF (4) DEF
08. Select the answer which has the powers of the Central Government of United States of America 

according to the federal constitution 

 (1) Education and health   (2) Imposition of taxes and foreign trade 

 (3) Local government and houses (4) Financial affairs and constructions 
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09. The chief Ministers for the Provincial Councils in Sri lanka are appointed by, 

 (1) the President    (2) the Prime Minister 

 (3) the Speaker   (4) the Governor 

² Factors that influenced for the existence of a multi cultural society are given below. Answer 
the questions 10 and 11 using them. 

 A Arrival of Vijaya and retinue   B Arrival of Sena Guttika and retinue 

 C Arrival of Therani Sanghamitta and retinue  D Arribal of Pandu Parrinda and retinue 

 E Arrival of Kalinga Magha  F Arrival of Panduwas Dew and retinue \

10. Select the answer which has the people who came to Sri Lanka as migrations. 

 (1) ABD (2) BDE (3) ACF (4) CDF

11. Select the answer which has the people who came to Sri Lanka as invasions. 

 (1) BCD (2) BDE (3) CDE (4) DEF

12. The most important result which is occured by exercising good governance in a multicultural 
society is, 

 (1) getting used to respect each other 

 (2) ability to use several languages 

 (3) ability to get to know about various cultures 

 (4) confirming the confidence among various ethnic groups  

13. Select the answer which has the processes of an economy respectively 

 (1) Production, consumption, distribution  (2) Production, storing, consumption 

 (3) Production, distribution, consumption (4) Production, consumption, storing 

14. There are types of goods in part A. Part B has the examples for them. Select the correct answer 
which has got after matching them correctly. 

   A  B

 (1) ABC (2) CAB (3) BCA (4)  CBA

15. Select the unsuitable statement related to human needs and wants 

 (1) Wants are varies and limited.  

 (2) The various forms of fulfilling needs are wants

 (3) The basic things which are essential for human existence are needs.

 (4) Wants are unlimited and develop day by day.

16. A matter which should be considered in sustainable development is, 

 (1) disrespecting other cultures ? (2) not conserning on public participation? 

 (3) acting against with the future generations?  (4) conserving the natural resources ?

² Provide answer for the questions 17 and 18 using the following statements. 

 A Exclusion of inefficient industries from the market 

 B Speeding up of brain drain 

 C Need to face world economic differences directly 

 D Diversification of the economy  

 E Influx of modern technology  

 F Rise in environment damage 

17. Select the answer which has the positive influences of globalization towards Sri Lanka. 

 (1) ABC (2) BCD (3) ADE (4) CDE
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2. Intermediate goods B. Machines, buildings 



18. Select the answer which has the negative influences of globalization towards Sri Lanka. 

 (1) BCE (2) BCF (3) DEF (4) AEF

19. According to the traingular struggle conflicts model of Johan Galtun, select what the context 
means.  

 (1) The psychological factors on which conflicts develop 

 (2) The background to the conflict 

 (3) The mentalities to the conflict  (4) The bad attitates on conflicts 

20. What is a social trait a person should possess to minimize the conflict in a society ?

 (1) Acting patiently    (2) Respecting others' views 

 (3) Taking fruitul decisions  (4) Endurance  

21. The supreme and the basic law of a country is, 

 (1) fundamental rights   (2) the penal code 

 (3) administrative law   (4) the constitution 

22. The instituation which has the final appellate jurisdiction  Sri Lanka is, 

 (1) High Court    (2) Court of Appeal 

 (3) Supreme Court    (4) Provincial High Court  

23. Select the answer which has got the prime aim of the law 

 (1) Acting to certify the security of the people 

 (2) Punishing the offenders

 (3) Controlling human behaviour by which justice is ensured so as life, rights and property of the 
people are safeguarded

 (4) Provision of the knowledge on law to the people   

24. Ruling a country on the basis of the supremacy of the law is known as, 

 (1) rule of law    (2) independence of the judiciary 

 (3) autonomous power   (4) administrative power

25. The answer which has two progressive proposals that could be seen in the Donoughmore Reforms 
in 1931 is, 

 A Universal Franchise   B Two house parliament 

 C Local representations   D Executive presidency 

 (1) AB (2) AC (3) BC (4) CD

26. Select the answer which has mentaianed correctly the common tasks assigned to local government 
institutions in Sri Lanka. 

 (1) Public health, environmental conservation, public utility services 

 (2) Public health, public roads, public peace 

 (3) Public roads, environmental conservation, public health 

 (4) Public roads, public health, public utility services 

 The powers and functions of the president and the parliament are mentioned below as A, B, 
C, D, E and F. Study them well and answer the questions 27 and 28.

 A Making laws   B Enacting laws 

 C Issuing orders and regulations  D Passing the budget 

 E Acting as the commander in chief of all armed forces  

 F Providing majority required by the executive 

27. Select the answer which has the powers of the president.

 (1) ABC (2) BCD (3) BCE (4) CDE

28.' Select the answer which has the powers of the parliament 

 (1) ADE (2) ADF (3) CDF (4) BDF
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29. Fundamental rights means, 
 (1) the rights which are essential for man 
 (2) the rights that are included in the constitution of a country 
 (3) the rights which are passed by people 
 (4) human rights 
30. Select a civil and a political right from the following 
 (1) Having free ideas and the right to express ideas 
 (2) Right to education 
 (3) Right to have leisure and leaves 
 (4) Right to collect private property 
31. The telephone hot line whihc is related to take advice on child security is, 
 (1) 119 (2) 1925 (3) 1929 (4) 1936
32. People should lodge complaints regarding violation of fundamental rights due to an administrative 

matter in Sri Lanka to, 
 (1) the Chief Justice    (2) the President 
 (3) the Attorncy General   (4) the Ombudsman 
33. Select economic support services which are recieved us from the environment.
 (1) Land, mineral resources, wood  (2) Water, land, air 
 (3) Mineral resources, land, Focil fuel  (4) Wind power, air, water 
34. Measuring the level of development is fruitfull to a country because, 
 (1) the diversities of a country of a country can be identified through it. 
 (2) development strategies can be identfied by understanding the problems of the country. 
 (3) contries can be compared 
 (4) the nature of the problems can be identified  
35. A common problem which is faced by developed countries as well as developing countries is, 
 (1) existing a political unstability  (2) local resources are owned by foreigners 
 (3) the influence of international terrorism  
 (4) the existence of an unfavourable trade balance  
36. Select the answer which has the modern measurements that are used to measure the development 

process.
 A Gross National Product  B Human Development Index 
 C Human Pressure Index   D Economic Growth Rate
 (1) A and B (2) A and C (3) A and D (4) A and C 
37. The necessities that should be needed to achieve sustainable development are, 
 (1) instinctive needs, environmental development, economic development 
 (2) Financial needs, instinctive needs, environmental needs 
 (3) environmental development, financial needs, economic needs 
 (4) instinctive needs, financial needs, economic needs 
38. A field which the powerful countries make pressure on less powerful countries in international 

politics is, 
 (1) the economic development  (2) the educational development 
 (3) the religious rituals   (4) the cuttural development 
39. What is a quality which should be possessed by an ambassador or an emissary? 
 (1) Develop the friendship among states  (2) Implement the foreign policy of own country
 (3) Have proper understanding about one's own country and country that one serves 
 (4) Create a good image on own country  
40. The International Court of Justice, 
 (1) is the main administrative institution of the United Nations. 
 (2) Prepares the budget of the United Nations 
 (3) Prepares the Annual Report of the United Nations 

 (4) is the main judicial institution of the United Nations 
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(01) (i) Write the forms of democracy 

 (ii) Write two features of a presidential government 

 (iii) Write two basic features of a multicaltural society 

 (iv) Write two main features of a neo-liberal economic system 

 (v) Name two roots of conflicts 

 (vi) Name the two highest judicial institutions in judicial system of Sri lanka 

 (vii) Write two problems arising when decentralizing power 

 (viii) Write two steps taken to protect women's rights in Sri Lanka 

 (ix) Write two unfavorable results of deforestation 

 (x) Name two trade agreements which are signed among SAARC countries  

    (10 x 2 = 20 marks)

(02) The assignment of some of the powers vested in the Central Government upon regional units 

is decentralization of power. 

 ^i& Write two forms of power  (02 m)

 ^ii& Write three reasons of decentralization of power into regional units  (03 m)

 ^iii& a. Write three types of local government institutions which are emablished under 

decentralization of power in Sri Lanka  (03 m)  

  b. Write about one of them briefly (02 m) 

(03) Most of the countries at present are multicultural countries 

 ^i& Name two philosophers who presented definitions on culture  (02 m) 

 ^ii& Write three examples to show Sri lanka is a country with a multi cultural society  (03 m)

 ^iii& a. Write three characteristics a citizen should inculcate for the well being of a multi 

cultural country.  (03 m) 

  b. Explain on of them briefly  (02 m)

(04) Various goods and services are used of fulfill the human needs 

 ^i& Write two techniques which are used in production  (02 m)

²  First question is compulsory 

² Answer all together five questions including the first question and another four questions. 
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 ^ii& Name three production factors which are used in producing goods and services    (03 m) 

 ^iii& a. Name three economic systems that are used by various countries to solve basic 

economic problems  (03 m) 

  b. Name one of them and write two features of it. (02 m) 

(05) Every citizen should have an understanding about law as ignorance of the law is no excuse

 ^i& Write two characteristics of law  (02 m) 

 ^ii& Name the three main persons who are enacting law  (03 m) 

 ^iii& a. Write three alternative methods of resolving conflicts (03 m) 

  b. Explain one of them briefly (02 m) 

(06) Social environment becomes puzzled with the complexity of human deeds.  

 (i) Write two unfavourable results of harming the social environment  (02 m) 

 ^ii& Write three duties and responsibilities of the government regarding the environment.    
(03 m)

 ^iii& a. Write three artificial ways of air pollution. (03 m)

  b. Explain one of them briefly. (02 m)

^07& All types of relations that exist among nations are international relations. 

 ^i& Write the two main aspects of maintaining international relations. (02 m)

 ^ii& Write three factors that contributed to the development of international relations. (03 m)

 ^iii& a. Name three institutions related to united Nations.  (03 m)

  b. Explain one of them briefly. (02 m)
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